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ABSTRACT 

The management of llcalth. Safety and Environment (llSI ) is a critical function in the 

Kenyan oil industl'). both from the statutory compliance perspective and from the point of 

'iew of corporate rc ponsibility and risk management. This stud} therefore sought to identify 

the key indicators u ~d in measuring Health. Safet) and En\'ironmcntal (I lSI ) performance 

by the Kenyan oil industry. to establish \\hether Ken}an oil companies bcnchmarked their 

11 ( pcrfom1ancc measurement practices and to criticall) examine the challenges faced 

while undertaking these benchmarking programs. 

Dcscripti\'e survey \\as used in this research study. The sample for the stud) was selected 

from the population through the convenience sampling technique and primary data was 

collected through a structured questionnaire. Content analysis \\US used to analyze the data 

collected. 

The study revealed that Kcn)an oil comparues measured their health, safety and 

em ironmcntal performance using varied performance measurement indicators. The study 

also revealed fcv. Kenyan oil companies benchmarked their health. safety and environmental 

performance measurement practices. with a significant proportion concentrating on internal 

benchmarking. J·inally, oil companies in Kenya encountered many challenges when carrying 

out such benchmarking studies. These include the unwillingness to share information among 

competing partners. lack of top management commitment, low priority given to the liSE 

function within company and lack of resources. 

The stud) concluded that benchmarking \\US a po\\erful tool for continuous improvement 

that helped to measure and compare results. highlight gaps in performance and identify the 

potential for impro\cmcnt in order to achieve superior performance. Kenyan oil companies 

needed to benchmark their health. safet) and environmental performance measurement 

practices for continuous improvement. In addition. beaJth, safety and environmental 

performance measurement was a grov>ing corporate social responsibi lit) and a core business 

value that should not be compromised for monetary gains. Finally, a balanced scorecard of 

measures rather than a single measure provided better information on a range of health, 

safety and environmental performance measurement activities in the Kenyan oil industry. 
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CHAPTER 1 : I TRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Benchmarkinc 

A the pace of change accelerates in the 21 1 century as a result of technological 

opportunities, libernli7lltion of\\orld markets. globalization. incrcac:;cd quality requirements 

from cu tamers and demand for inno~ation, organizations ha'e had to adjust and realign 

their opcrntion (Ya sar, 2001). Vassar further observed that this pace of change has 

increasing!) l(>rccd organi:t.ations to be more outward looking. market oriented and 

knO\\-Icdgc driven. Competithc pressures have forced organizations to increase their 

productivity and competiti\cncss in order to survive and prosper. In other words. 

organi1ations arc undergoing changes in their operations to evolve. SUI"\ ive and compete in 

their respective cmironments. 

Amolo (2002) hO\\Cvcr observed that all operations, no matter how '"ell managed. were 

capable of impro,emcnt. The urgency. direction and priorities of improvement will be 

determined partly by '"hethcr the current performance of an operation is judged to be good, 

bad or indifferent. All opcmtions therefore need some kind of performance standard as a pre

rcqui~itc for irnpro\cmcnt. 'I his is precisely what benchmarking docs. 

Camp (1989) defined benchmarking as the search for industry best practices that lead to 

superior performance. This definition is broad enough to accommodate all levels or types 

of practices to benchmark . Benchmarking can work in all possible areas of products, 

SCI"\. ices and related process across different national or business boundaries. 

As a management tool and technique for continuous imprO\:emcnt. benchmarking has proved 

to be ,aJuablc in helping individual companies evaluate their competitive po!;ition relative to 

their competitor , de,elop strong capabilities. ensure an inward flow of ideas and establish 

true compctiti\e gap .. Guillard (2002) observed that benchmarking helps to measure and 

compare businc s results. highlight gaps in performance. identify the potential for 

Improvement and change the way business is conducted. in o rder to achieve superior 

performance. Benchmarking produces benchmarks, which arc standards. or reference points. 
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Pcrfonnancc imprmemcnt is the key drhcr behind benchmarking. as it oficrs the onl) real 

justification to make 8\ nilablc the resources necessary for a complete benchmarking and 

impro\cmcnt program. lmpro\emcnt in perfonnance )ield benelits such as better 

occupational health. safct~ and environmental performance. and also. higher reliabi lity. 

increased asset utilization. impro' t.~ production.. higher producti' ity. lov.er operation costs. 

enhanced busine focu:~ and a more ciTccti\e organization ( Guillard. 2002). 

1.1.2 Tbe Oil industry iD Kenya 

The oil industry an Kenya ''as \\ell established by the time Kenya gained its independence in 

I 963.At least l\\0 multinational oil companies operated in Kenya by 1930. For many years 

after independence. the industl) \\as controlled b) six multinational oil companies, namely 

Shell/BP. l SSO. Mobil, Total. Agip and Caltex (Isaboke. 200 I). The industry was vertically 

integrated. with oil companies controlling the supplies from the oil \\Ctl, shipping. inland 

distribution and retailing. These companies imported crude oil which was processes at the 

Kcn}a Petroleum Refineries. accounting for over 85% of the inland product sales. In the 

period 1963 to 1974. the industry was regulated on the basis ofthe white oi l rule. which was 

meant to offer protection to the Kenya Petroleum Refineries (KPRL). In 1971. the 

Government of Kenya acquired 50% of the equity in the refinery and m 1977; the 

Government built an oi l pipeline connecting Mombasa and Nairobi and at the same time 

oversaw the formation of the Kenya Pipeline Company (KPC) to manage the pipeline system 

(Chepkwon), 2002). 

The Kenyan oi I industry has experienced several changes in the last few decades. Increased 

competition due to economic liberalization and globalization has resulted in consumers 

having more choices and being more demanding {Amolo, 2002). Prior to 1994, the oil 

industl)' in Kenya , .. 'aS a regulated sector. mainly dominated by multinationals. The 

go,ernment. through 1\0CK. controlled retail prices. transportation cost. importation and 

refining of products. In 1994. the industry was liberalized. thus allowing the industry players 

to set their own rules of operations. Since then. the industl) has become very competitive. 

After liberalit..allon of the induslr). a few independent oil companies entered the induslr). 

Ho"c'cr, it v.:as not until 2001 when the crude oil and product prices collapsed that a rush of 

independent companies started operating in the country (Chepkwony. 2002). 
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Competition in the petroleum in<.lu try in Ken~a is conducted at three le\eb: Procurement 

(firms importing refined or crude oil), Distribution (firms <.li tributing the refined products to 

retail outlets or to indu trial users) and Retailing (tinns that ha\C retail outlets such as ~trot 

station • and sell directl) to consumers) (Muragc. 2001 ). B) the end of August. 2007. there 

\~ere 38 oil marketing companies licensed b) the MinistJ') of Energy (MOE) to import and 

procc s petroleum product in Ken) a (Appendix Ill). 

With the cntmncc of the Independent Petroleum Dealers into the market. the ever changing 

customer requirements, and the legal requirements for compliance to health, safety and 

em ironmental (liSt ) standards. oil marketing companies in Ken}a arc facing stiff 

competition to improH: their operations and expand their market share (Murage.200 I). 

1.1.3 Healtb, afety and Environmental and the Oil Industry 

Occupational health refers to the general state of the ph)sical. mental and emotional well

being of employ\:eS at the \\Ork place (Mathias et.al. 1994 ). On the other hand. occupational 

safct} is concerned with an accident free \\Orking environment. \\ith focus being to identif}, 

in\estigatc. control and eliminate risks and hazards which causes accidents (Armstrong, 

1977}. 'I he Em ironment includes the physical factors of the surroundings of human beings, 

including land, water. atmosphere. climate, sound, odour, taste, the biological factors of 

animal plants and the social factor of aesthetics (The l·nvironmental Management and 

Coordination Act. 1999}. 

Every single <.lisnstcr. accident or mishap is just not ruinous to a company. per sc, but also 

stakes the v.clfarc of the society at large and hence implementation and responsible 

adherence to llealth. Safety and Emironment (HSE) practices plays a vital prc\entive role 

(llcalth and Salcty E.xecuti\c, 2006). Kenei (1995) further observed that accidents and ill 

health \\Crc costly to the \\Orkers and their families. In addition to CO!>tS of personal injuries, 

companies rnay incur far much more costs from damage to property and in lost production. 

Globally. several catastrophic incidents related to health. safety and environmental issues 

have occurred within the oil industry. The Mexico City LPG Distribution Center Lxplosion 

of 1984 resulted into 542 fatal ities and 7000 injuries (Wclls,l997}.An explosion and 

subsequent lire on Piper Alpha Oil Rig in the United Kingdom resulted into the death of 167 
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oil workers on 16 Jul) 1988 (Wells. 1997). In 1989. the E .. xxon Valdez oil tanker spilled II 

million gallon of crude oil in Ataska. In March 23. 2005. the BP J'cxas City Refinery 

experienced a catastrophic process accident that resulted in 15 deaths and more than 170 

injurie (The B.P US Refineries Independent afct~ Re' icw Panel, 2007). 

In Kenyn. severn) accidents related to the oil industry ha\c been experienced. In the 19'b of 

August 2000, at least 25 people hurnt to death after a goods train CarT) ing Liquefied 

Petrokum Gas (LPG) rolled back. hit stationary wagons and exploded in the process. On I 2'h 

April 2005, an Indian oil tanker. MT Ratna Shallini spilled I 40 metric tons of crude oil in 

Mombasa harbour. The tanker hit metal railings as it docked, puncturing the hull and creating 

a slick v.ith a radius of two kilometers (British Broadcasting Corporation, 2007). Several 

accidents involving road tankers transporting petroleum products have also been \\itnessed in 

Ken}a. v.ith most resulting in fatalities. 

Oil compantes therefore recogmze the far-reaching effects that health. safety and 

environmental (I ISF) issues can ha\e on their business. The) believe that long-tenn 

compctttivc success depends on being trusted to meet the expectations of society as well as 

tho. e of shareholders and stakeholders. This is achieved by developing ideas and 

implementing technologies that help to improve margins and live up to social and 

environmental responsibilities (Guillard. 2002). 

ln addition. the increasing public awareness of and the ever more stringent legislation on 

health. safety and environmental issues have put unprecedented pressure on today's business 

operations. I here is therefore a constant need to not only maintain a global reputation but at 

the same time promote b'TO\\th in the company's bottom line. I lealth, safety and 

environmental perfonnance is a growing corporate social responsibility for oil linns and it is 

indeed a true reflection of a company· s values and vision for future (Guillard, 2002). 

The management of Health. Safety and En\'ironment (HSE) is a therefore critical function in 

the Kenyan oil industf). This is very important both from the statutof) compliance 

perspective and from the point of view of corporate responsibility and risk management. 

Because of the risks in~olved in the oil industry. oil companies have to manage the risks and 

consequences of catastrophic Health. Safet}, and Environmental incidents. 
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~c\cral tudie relating to the practice of benchmarking in the oil industry as well as to 

health. safety nnd en,ironmcnt lta\C been carried out. Mberia (2001) sune)ed the 

occupational health and safety programs adopted by the banking industry in Kenya. 

Her studie concluded that the sen ice sector recognized health and safet) issues at the 

\\Orkplacc. nnd that health and safety issues ''ere not confined to the manufacturing sector 

alone. Amollo (2002) looked at b~nchmark.ing of the order deh,ery process for continuous 

imprO\ cmcnt in the Kenyan oil industry and found out that Kenyan companies did not 

systematically use benchmarking as a tool for continuous improvement. mainly because the) 

faced serious obstacles when obtaining benchmarking information from other firms. 

Nyamwange (200 I) addressed the operational strategies used by large Kenyan 

manufacturers. Muragc (2001) looked into the competitive strategies adopted by members of 

KlPEDA (Kenya Independent Petroleum Dealers Association). 

Amolo (2002) in his suggestions for further research stated that benchmarking is a 

continuous improvement tool and is applicable to all industries. ln addition, Amolo obsen·ed 

that benchmarking is not v.idely used as a tool for continuous improvement in the Kenyan oil 

industry . The stud) recommended that there was need to benchmark against best practices for 

firms operating in the same environment. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

A large part of the avai lable knov.ledge on Health, Safety and Environment (I ISE) cannot 

directly be exploited. It needs to be transformed into a set of perfomtancc targets, and a 

method to reach the set targets. This is precisely what benchmarking docs. Performance 

improvement is the key drher behind benchmarking. as it offers the only real justification to 

make available the nccessar) resources for the program (Guillard, 2002). 

One of the major difficulties many organizations faced when wanting to make use of 

published statistics about Health. Safety and Environment (H E) was that definitions often 

differed bet\\een data sets. and between organizations and their local or national authority. 

Even \\hen definitions varied only slightly, gathering compatible and meaningful information 

became a difficult task. In addition. it was difficult to assess '' hcthcr the information 

gathered is truly applicable to a specific kind of business. 
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The Kenyan oil indu tr) Wtb composed of many players at varied levels of the importation, 

refining, distribution and retailing. Amolo (2002) observed that most of these oil companies 

in Ken}a \\Crc foreign-owned; they had different operating standards set by their parent 

companie .. And in cases v.hcrc the go\cmment had set health. safety and environmental 

legislation., these companies used different processes to comply with the standards. Muchai 

(1999) further obscned that among the nc\\ entrants to the Kenyan oil industr) \\ere firms 

owned by Kenyan in\cstors, commonly referred to as the Independent Petroleum Dealers 

(lPO's) Unlike the o\\ncrs of petroleum outlets. these firms were not contractually bound to 

di<;tributc and rctnil only the exclusive products of a particular supplier or distributor. 

Most firms in Kcn)a did not adhere to any specific health. safety and environmental 

performance standnrds. except v.hen complying \\ith statutory requirements which arc often 

poorly enforced by the relevant go\emment agencies. notabl} the Directomtc of 
Occupational llcalth and afety (DOHSS) and the National Environmental Management 

Authority (Nl· MA). ln such cases. their health. safety and environmental practices are barely 

minimal and ccnainly not yet best practice. So how then can Health. Safety and 

Environmental (I lSI ) practices be improved within the Kenyan oil industry? 

This research study therefore focused on the use of benchmarking to improve health, safety 

and em iron mental performance measurement practices among all the players in the Kenyan 

oil companies. '1 he study sought to answer the following research questions: 

I. What key indicators in I lealth, Safety and Environmental (liSE) performance 

measurement arc used by Kenyan oil companies? 

2. Do Kenyan oil companies benchmark their Health, Safety and Fnvironmcntal (liSE) 

pcrfonnancc measurement practices? 

3. What challenges do oil companies in Kenya face while undcnaking benchmarking 

progmms in llealth. Safety and Environmental (HSc) practices? 

1.3 Objectives of the Research Study 

The objccti\CS of the project \\ere to: 

I. Identify the key indicators used in measuring I lealth. Safety and l:.n\ironmentaJ 

(II ·r ) performance by Kenyan oil companies. 

2. Establish whether Ken}an oil companies benchmarked their llcalth, Safety and 

Environmental (I JSC) performance measurement practices. 
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3. Examine th~ challenges faced b} oil companies tn Kenya while undertaking 

benchmarking programs in llcalth, afety and Environment (I lSI·). 

1.4 Importa.nce of tbe Research Study 

The study "·ill help Kenyan oil companies to assess their le\'el of IISI· performance in 

relation to their peers and other industry players. 8) gaining an external pcr.;pecti,·e on their 

performance. they "ill be able to review their business direction. set challenging targets and 

identify new areas \>there impro,ements can still be realized. 

The study "ill also assist liS I- managers to e\'aluate local conditions. key success factors and 

challenges unique to the Kcn)an business environment that contribute to the successful 

implementation of benchmarking as an liSE performance improvement tool. This \\ill in 

rum avoid blind imitations that arc often costly and time wasting. 

The knov .. lcdgc and information from this study will be used by Kenyan companies m 

utilizing the concept and tool of benchmarking to improve performance with respect to other 

businesses clements. cost drh:crs as well as margin enablers b) approaching benchmarking as 

a means to an end, and not an end in itself. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Benchmarking 

2. 1. 1 Onnrn or BtDCbmarldD& 

Camp ( 1989) deli ned benchmarking as the search for industry best practices that leads to 

superior pcrfonnancc. Beadle ( 1995) obsen ed that benchmarking was a technique or tool 

for pcrfonnancc improvement. good qualit)' practices and striving to be the best. The 

Des1gn Committee of the International Benchmarking Clearing J louse in the US developed 

another definition that attracted more than 100 companies to adopt. It referred to 

Benchmarking as u systematic and continuous measurement process . a process of 

continuously meawring and comparing an organization's business processes against 

business leaders any where in the world to gain information which will help the 

organization to lllke action 10 improve its performance (Watson.1993). 

Many authors have attempted to define benchmarking. The) , however, do not all viev. it \·Vith 

the same meaning. l ach meaning has its usefulness in defining benchmarking. This view 

offers more detail to embrace the generic nature of benchmarking in four essential 

themes (Fong. et.al .. 1998): 

a) Value of learning from contexts outside on organization usual frame of reference 

b) Importance's of understanding this learning using a structured, formal approach 

c) Comparison of practices between oneself and best-in- class on a continuous basis 

d) Usefulness of information to drive actions to performance improvement. 

This definition however critically neglects the possibility of comparison with internal 

process. Furthcnnore . it does not include the concept of searching which emphasize every 

possible means to took for the best practices. and the concept of superior performance 

\\hich sets the target higher than onJy improved performance. A wor!..ing definition of 

benchmarking should be as simple as possible as well as clear enough (Va7iri, 1992). The 

purpose is to let those \\hose work is based on it know \\>hat they should do and how 

they could achie\C their targets. 
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At the core of uccc ful benchmarking hes a regular and documented world wide scan 

for organiJr..ation' that arc skilled at \\hat the} do regardless of industry . These 

organizations nrc then \ i itcd v•ith the aim of gaining better understanding of the process 

and wa}:; of \\Orking. Inc findings arc then used to stretch the imagination and develop new 

goals (Ganin. 1991 . Thus. benchmarking is both a means by v.hich new practices arc 

disco\ cred and understood. ns \\CJI as a goal sening process (Camp, 1989). 

2.1.2 Wby Beacbmark? 

There are various reasons why organizations embark on benchmarking (Guillard. 2002). The 

industry leaders, ho\\Cver. benchmark their operation regularly for some of the foJiowing 

reasons. Firstly. organizations benchmark their operation to ensure that they know at what 

level they arc performing. and hO\\> their performance compared to peer organizations. 

Secondly, organitations benchmark their operation to be aware of trends in industT). in order 

to assist them in selecting or reviewing business direction, and setting challenging targets. 

Thirdly. organi:tations benchmark their operation to gain an external perspccti\e on their 

performance and identity what new impro,ements can still be realized. Finally, organizations 

benchmark their operation to gather evidence from meaningful comparisons to prevent or 

cure denial syndrome (Guillard. 2002) 

Performance imprO\Cmcnt is the key dri\'er behind benchmarking, as it ofiers the only real 

justification to make available the resources necessary for a complete benchmarking and 

improvement program. Guillard (2002) noted that improvements in performance yield 

benefits such as better occupational health, safety and environmental performance, 

higher reliability and mcrcased asset utilization. improved production, higher productivity 

and lov.cr operating costs as well as enhanced business focus with a more efTectivc 

organi1ation. 

2. 1. 3 Benchmark Models 

Various benchmarking models have been developed. Watson (1993) observed that some 

authors have modeled the benchmarking process on the basis of the Dcmmg cycle. 

These models have a difTercnl number of phases, ranging from four steps to even thiny. 

Camp { 1989) suggested a ten step generic process for benchmarking. 
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Fong, ct. I (199 ) further obserH.--d that the modified model adoph::d from Va.ziri (1992) and 

Camp (1989) had fi, e phases. 

a) Planning pha:sc -ldentif)ing \\hat is to be bcnchmarkcd. identifying the best performers 

for comparison, determining the data collection method and collecting. 

b) Analysis phase - Detennining the current performance gup and projecting future 

pcrfom1ance Je, cis. 

c) Integmtion phase -Communication findings and gaining acceptance and establishing 

functional goaJs. 

d) l\ct1on Phase Developing action plans. implementing actions ,monitoring progress and 

rccalibrating benchmarks 

c) Maturity phase- Answering the following questions: whether the practices are fully 

integrated into the process and whether the organization has attained a leadership 

po!iition. 

Fang. et.al ( 1992) sumrnari?ed the model into the following simplified steps: 

I. Establish a benchmark team \.\-hich is cross-functional 

2. Identify specific areas to benchmark 

3. Search for benchmark partners and determine perfonnance measures for the critical 

success factors. 

4. Con idcr feasibility of the benchmark practice in terms of technology. resources and 

organization structure. 

5. Compare O\.\-n performance with benchmark partner 

6. Implement gaps identified. 

Guillard (2002). however. proposed a benchmarking model that involves the following steps: 

2.1.3.1 Metrics benchmarking 

In the assessment phase. data arc collected, validated and used to calculate performance 

indicators. These are compared to similar results from other participants in the benchmarking 

re\ icw. pcci fie benchmarks can be derived, and performance gaps calculated against these 

benchmarks. This first stage is known as metrics benchmarking, as the comparisons arc 

based on quantitative approach, using performance indicators, or metrics. 
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2.1.3.2 Gap analysis 

During the ccond stage. potential for impro\ement is evaluated. This potential depends on 

the performance gaps calculated in step I. but also on the \ision and objectives of the 

bu inc. and on the local conditions including the social-economic factors which inOuence 

business performance. The pcrfonnancc needs to be fully analf!ed and understood, taking 

into account all the factors ''hich have an impact on the business results. This activity 

constitutes the anal)sis phase \\here the benchmarks and the performance gaps arc used as 

starting points to set meaningful business targets. 

2.1.3.3 Action plan 

A program needs to be set to map progress from the present of performance to the desired 

level. as quantified through the business targets. This stage focuses on business processes and 

practices. It examines hov. the better performers have achieved and sustained their position, 

and how their practices can be adapted to assist in improving business performance. 

2.1.3.4 Implementation 

During this step, existing business processes and practices need to be reviewed and modified, 

using the experience gained in the previous stage when practices applied by the better 

performers were studied. This phase can be driven internally using an in-house team, or 

externally "ia consultants. Both methods ha"e been used successfully. but have also resulted 

in failures on other occasions. I here is no single or simple recipe for an effective 

implementation, but implementation is the key to performance improvement Unless this step 

is successful!} completed, the whole process swill deliver nothing. 

2.1.3. 5 Progress review 

In this stage. actual achie\emcnts arc compared to the impro' cment plan and to the targets 

which \\ere set. During this review, the targets themselves ofien need readjusting as the 

\\Orld has not remained still whilst changes were implemented. The best way is to start again 

with step one reassesses the situation, using metrics benchmarking. 

Benchmarking should therefore be considered as a continuous process, and not a once-off 

exercise. In toda} competitive environment, standing still is equivalent to moving backwards. 

and failing to ensure that progress is fast enough may result in severe business consequences. 
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2.1.4 Types of Benchmarking 

Fong. ct.al (1998) obscf'\cd that many authors ha\e developed various typologies assisting in 

identif} ing source:; of the bc~t practices. Unfortunately. there is still a lack of consciousness 

about the clas ification of benchmarking. \\.ith each classification having its own pros and 

con . Guillard (2002) obscf'\ cd that before embarking on a benchmarking program, howe\er, 

the busine case mu t be clearly established and several issues need to be carefully 

considered and suitabl) resolved. The main issues of concern are the t) pc of benchmarking. 

the cost of program, the resources required and the impact of the program on the business 

and organization. 'I he folio" ing t} pes of benchmarking are summarized based on Cart in 

(2002) and I\ahamias (2000). 

2.1.4.1 Problem-based Benchmarking 

This t}'pc of benchmarking is used a tool to solve specific problems proving dinicult to solve 

by other improvement techniques, thus providing not only a solution, but also a major 

improvement. 

2.1.4.2 Product Beocbmarkiag 

This is the practice of tearing down a competitor's product to see what can be learned from 

its design and construction. 

2.1.4.3 Functional Benchmarking 

This focuses on the process rather than the product. This is only possible when companies arc 

willing to cooperate and share information. It applies to process benchmarking on the 

comparison of particular business functions among two or more organizations. 

2.1.4.4 Best Pradice Benchmarking 

fhis is s1m1lar to functional benchmarking. except it that focu."es on management practice 

rather than on specific processes, such as work environment or salary. 

2.1.4.5 Strategic Benchmarking 

This considers the results of other benchmarking practices in the light of the strategic focus 

of the firm, i.e. the overall business strategy in relation to results of the benchmarking study. 
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It invoh c the as smcnt of the organit.ation · s strategies. such as long- tcnn infrastructure, 

rather than kc~ operations. 

2.1.5 Approaches to Bencbmarldog 

Benchmarking can be performed through various approaches 

2.1.5.1 Internal beacbmarking 

Camp ( 1989) noted that it as a measure of single business unit or process compared with 

other similar units or proces,es inside the organization. This approach eliminates the need to 

O\crcome barriers bctv.ecn strangers especiaJly when it appears competitive advantage will 

not be compromised. 

Guillard (2002) observed that internal benchmarking is relati\ely simple to set up and 

organiLe, as it onl) involves participants from a single compan). lt is current!} conducted. in 

one way or another, b) many large international corporations to compare the performance of 

their various operations and divisions. In this type of benchmarking, it is fairly easy to obtain 

the input necessary for the mctrics. as the information systems used b) the participants are 

often the same. Data quality is generally good. as the definitions and instructions used for 

data collection arc understood in a similar manner by all. Comparisons of results are truly 

and the studies arc conducted in an open manner which makes learning points simple to 

obtain and analy1e. 

Internal benchmarking can be very re,,arding, as the efforts tend to be small compared to 

other types of benchmarking. After several years of internal benchmarking, however, the 

benefits become too small, and the company should progress to peer benchmarking to get a 

wider pel"!>pcctivc. 

2.1.5.2 Peer or Competitor Benchmarking 

Peer benchmarl\mg implies sharing information with other organi1.ations which arc often 

competitors. 1 his process is limited by commercial and legal considerations. and 

commercially scnsih\c infonnation should never be included in a benchmarking rcvie''· 

The Benchmarking Code of Conduct offers guidance regarding areas where information 
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exchange i to be a\oidcd, nnd also nd\ ise on ways and means to engage cthicall) in this type 

of benchmarking (Guillard, 2002). 

For confidentiality nnd legal reasons. peer benchmarking is often conducted through 

consultants who facilitate the datn collection and analysis. and the comparisons of the 

metric . A good benchmarking guideline is to request only as much from others one is 

prepared to offer in return. The main advantage of peer benchmarking over internal 

benchmarking lie in comparisons \\ith other companies. The number of participants is 

usually higher than in internal benchmarking, and the participating companies possess 

different cultures. The range of performance is therefore likely to be wider. and the practices 

underlying performance more varied. The main challenge is to figure out how these practices 

can be adapted to improve business performance (Guillard, 2002). 

2.1.5.3 External Beachmarkiag 

This kind of benchmarking is conducted between companies \\hich operate in different 

business. but face similar issues and employ the same types of business practices and 

process. It is potentially the most rewarding type of benchmarking, as different businesses 

normally have dissimilar cultures and practices. Performance breakthroughs arc more likely 

to result from external benchmarking than from any other form of benchmarking (Gui llard. 

2002). 

External benchmarking is. however, the most difficult form of benchmarking. 

The usual first stages of metrics comparisons and gap analysis arc not really applicable in 

this case. This is due to the different nature of businesses. making it practically impossible to 

de\clop meaningful quantitative performance comparisons. 

In general, external benchmarking will focus on a single business process and will target one 

or two companies \\hich are recognized as leaders in the field. The key is to find and select 

meaningful benchmarking partners. and then convince them that an external benchmarking 

program will also be beneficial to them. External consultants are often able to pre-select 

potential benchmarking partners, and act as intermediaries through the entire program 

(Guillard, 2002). 
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2. 1. 6 Costs, Resources and Beaefits in Beachmarking 

The cost and the resources required to bring a benchmarking program to a satisfactory 

conclusion arc often unJcrc~umatcd. especially \\ith regards to the implementation phase. It 

1S relatively easy to budget tor internal metrics benchmarking, as this phase is of relati\'cly 

short duration. Once the results of the review ha\'e been analyzed. they need to be exploited 

and this is \\hen allocation of resources usuall~ conflicts \\ith other business priorities. h is, 

hO\\C\cr. imperathe to dedicate sufficient of the proper caliber. to plan and drhe the 

implementation of the impro\ement process. as this is the step which deli\·crs the benefits, 

and brings value to the organization (Guillard. 2002). 

In general, cost and recourses requirements will increase from "internal'' to .. peer'' to 

··externar· benchmarking, and so will the overall duration of the program. I he increase is 

manly related to factors such as the ease of access to data and information, and the 

compatibility of data, the confidentiality and legal issues and, above all, the size of the 

pcrfonnance gap, and the means selected to bridge it. Making usc of external resources. such 

as consultants, often reduces the duration of the program. and may also have a positive 

impact on cost and resources, especially for organizations '"hich are new to bcnchmarling 

(Guillard, 2002). 

The costs. resource requirements and benefits of a benchmarking program move in the same 

direction: greater the potential reward. the higher the effort to get there. It is therefore 

advisable not to rush into an) program but to consider it in the light of the company business 

objectives and priorities, the avai lability of resources, the resilience of the organization, its 

appetite for improvement, its capacity to absorb new ideas and ils drive to implement change 

(Guillard, 2002). 

2. l. 7 Challeages in Beachmarking 

There are SC\Cral practical challenges to the application of benchmarking as a tool for 

contmuous improvement in many organizations. 

Benchmarking is a change agent, requiring a proper implementation strategy. On one hand, 

change represents gro\\th. opportunity and innovation; on the other hand, it represents threat, 

disorientation and upheaval. Benchmarking therefore requires time, senior management 

commitment and resources. It has to link in very closely to the desired strategic goals and 
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criticaJ success factors (CSI· ). Moreover, it takes a long-term focus, since culture change is 

time dependent. It can only succeed in organizations which are committed to continuous 

improvement (V aziri, 1992 ). 

The primary weakness of benchmarking hov.ever is the fact that the best in class 

performance is a moo,:ing target. For functions that are critical to the business mission; 

organizations must continue to innovate as well as imitate. Imitation in benchmarking stiOes 

inno vation. Organization need to innovate in order to get ahead of competitors (Prabir, I 996). 

The high rates of redundancy and obsolescence in management concepts and technological 

innovations implies that organi1.ations must continuously be outward looking so that they do 

not waste resources on benchmarking items that become redundant very quickly. This 

implies a careful selection criterion on what to benchmark (Zairi, 1994 ). 

While benchmarking helps keep track of what is happening and provide a platform to all, the 

only way to the top is painstakingly developing state-of-the-art competencies in core business 

areas. This is the most serious short coming of benchmarking method as a strategic 

competitive tool (Camp. I 989). 

Benchmarking is not a strategy or philosophy. Ifs an improvement tool. To be effective, it 

mus t be used properly. It is not very helpful when used in for processes that do not offer 

much opportunity for improvement. Some processes may have to be bcnchmarkcd repeatedly 

(Vaz.iri, I 992). 

Benchmarking is not a substitute for innovation. However, it is a source of ideas from outside 

from outside the organization. Business success depends on setting and achieving the goals 

and objectives based on external reality. Consumers don't care if a process achieved a 20% 

year to year productivity gain: they care about quality. cost and delivery, and they vote v.ith 

their checkbooks for the superior organization (Besterfield. 2006). 

Despite the benefits of benchmarking, the methodology is essentially reactive in nature. 

Almost, always. firms have adopted benchmarking process as a way to catch up in a 

competitive market place. Xerox's successful use of benchmarking to re-cnginecr its costs 
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resulted in cost reduction. impro\cd quality and better customer satisfaction. An important 

fact that \\as often overlooked wa::. the failure of Xerox to regain its lost market share (Camp, 

1989). 

Although the goal of benchmarking is often to achieve customer satisfactions. it is the lure of 

cost reduction that persuades top management to dedicate resources to a benchmarking study. 

Thus. benchmarking and the resultant process re-engineering have simply become ciTorts to 

catch-up rather than to get out in front (Vaziri. 1992). 

It has been observed that while benchmarking may help a finn to become more cost 

effective, its role as a long- tenn strategic initiative is at best. limited .Catching up is a 

necessary but it is not to turn an '"also- ran'' into a leader. The only way to obtain leadership 

is by constantly redefining the industry and redrawing boundaries. There was no such thing 

as ··sustainable·· leadership: it must be regained again and again by innovation and looking 

beyond the familiar paths (Prabir. 1996). 

Besterlield, ct.al (2006) observed several other limitations of using benchmarking as a 

continuous improvement tool. There is over-reliance on quantitative data (mctrics). 

Consequently, there is a misunderstanding of the underlying reasons for the performance 

measures to s trategic competencies and key processes. By focusing on numbers companies 

sometimes focus on data and not on the processes used to produce the data. Data can also be 

manipulated. 

Losing focus on customers and employees occurs. Because of limited resources for the 

benchmarking it often involves a high degree of self-evaluation, which may cause some 

organizations to lose focus on customers. Similarly, companies that try to produce better 

benchmarking results could quickly cause employee burn-out and an escalation in errors. 

There is difficulty in obtaining useful information about competitors. Competitors may be 

uncooperative. In addition, gathering competitive intelligence requires considerable time, 

effort. and money. Furthermore. there can be ethical and legal questions about some 

intelligence activities. such as paying a competitor's employees for information and 

recording conversations. 
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'lbcrc i difliculty in benchmarking sen icc . E'en though scn•ice operations can be broken 

down into their components it is more ditlicuh to benchmark sen ice operations than to 

benchmark products. Services often imohe skills and other tacit factor.) that arc diflicult to 

quanti I}'. ln addition. there i often a narrow scope of companic studied. resulting from the 

failure to expand the scope of companies tudied. It may be rele,·ant to benchmark against 

companies outside the user company's induslr) (process benchmarking). 

There are cultural dillicultics in transferring "best practices" in multinational firms due to 

diflerenccs m behavioral and cultural background of the organi1..ational members in the 

foreign subsidiaries of the firm. 

2.2 Bealtb, Safety and Environment (HSE) 

2.2.1 Overview 

Most companies rccogni/e the far-reaching effects that health. safety and em ironmental 

(HSE) issues can have on their business. They believe that long-term competitive success 

depends on being trusted to meet the expectations of society as well as those of shareholders 

and stakeholders. This is achieved by developing ideas and implementing technologies that 

help to improve margins and live up to social and environmental responsibilities (Guillard, 

2002). 

Health, Safety and E:nvironmcnt (HSE) is a core business value that should not be 

compromised for monetary gains. HSE performance is a growing corporate social 

responsibility for oil firms and it is indeed a true reflection of a company's values and vision 

for future (Guillard, 2002). Every single disaster. accident or mishap is just not ruinous to the 

company. per se. but also stakes the welfare of the society at large and hence implementation 

and responsible adherence to Health. Safety and Environment (IISl ) practices plays a vital 

role. 

The Health and Safct} Executive (2006). in its 2005 2006 statistics on work related health 

and safety in Great Britain observed that 2 million people \\ere suffering from illnesses they 

believed v.as caused or made worse b} their current or past work. 

212 v.orkers were killed at \\Ork. 146.076 other injuries to employees \\Crc reponed. 
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30 million working da)~ \~l!rc lo:st ''ith 24 million due to \\Ork related ill-health and 6 

million due to \\Ork place injur') . 

Accidents and ill health are costly to the workers and their families. They can also hurt 

companies bccnusc. in addition to costs of personal injuries. they rna) incur fnr more costs 

from damage to property and lost production (Kenei. 1995). Occupational health and safery 

is therefore concerned "ith ensuring the \\Orking conditions of the employee remains healthy 

and safe. The primary objective is to uphold the employee's well being. This is achieved 

through studying the work environment in order to determine and identify hazards that 

affects employees (Mberia, 200 I). 

2.2.1.1 Occupational Health 

OccupationaJ health refers to the general state of the physical, mental and emotional well

being of employees at the work place. A heaJthy employee is one who is free of injury, 

mental and emotional problems (Mathias et.al, 1994). A joint International Labor 

Organization I World Health Organization (ILO/WHO) committee defined the subject in 

1950 as ''the promotion and maintenance of the highest degree of physical\ mental and social 

well being of workers of all occupations·' (Gardiner, 1998). 

In the past, issues of safety have been given more consideration than health, with a lot of 

practices targeting the manufacturing set up (Kenei, 1995). Gardiner ( 1998) observed that 

Occupational I lealth is a multidisciplinary activity concerned with the prevention of ill health 

in employed populations. This involves a consideration of a two-way relationship between 

work and health. It is as much related to the effects of the working environment on the health 

of the worker as to the influence of the workers state of health on their ability to perform the 

tasks for which they v.ere employed. Its main aim is to prevent, rather than cure, ill health 

from whatever it arises from the \\Orkplace. Gardiner further observed that the relationship 

between the worker and the world of ~ork is complex. The worker brings to the place of 

work a pre-existent health status, influenced by so many factors- only some of which arc 

under the worker's direct control. The health outcome could be caused b work, modulated by 

work or unrelated by it. 
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~fathias. et.aJ { 1994) obscn cd that a health hazards is a potential to cause harm to health. 

Health hazards may be biological, chemical. physical. ergonomic or psychological in nature. 

A health risk is the likelihood that a health hazard will cause hann in the actual circumstance 

of exposure. There arc SC\ cral occupational health hazards in the workplace. and include 

biological. chemical. physical. psychological and ergonomic health hazards. 

(i) Biological agents- these agents include: 

a) Blood- borne infections such Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C and IllY/AIDS. This is 

despite the non-occupational methods for transmission of these diseases. for 

example from unprotected sex. 

b) Vector borne infections such as malaria 

c) Food and water borne infections. 

d) Infections spread by the droplets and close contact TB such as and 

meningococcal meningitis. 

e) Zoonotic infections such as anthrax. ornithosis and fever. 

(ii) Chemical agents - this include gases. vapor. particulate matter of toxic dust, lead. acid, 

carbon dioxide ,asbestos. and other toxic chemical agents 

(iii) Physical hazards: -These include light, heat. cold, noise, vibration. pressure and 

radiation. 

(iv) Ergonomic hazards: - These include repetitive strain injury (RSI) , low back pain, 

posture and speed of work 

(v) Physiological hazards: -These include occupational s tress, post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD), multiple chemical sensitivity, severe fatigue, work load pressure 

2.2.1.2 Safety 

Safety is concerned \vith an accident free working envi ronment, \vith focus being to identify, 

investigate, control and eliminate risks and hazards which causes accidents .. Work accidents 

may result to minor and severe injuries, ''ith cases of death reported at times (Armstrong, 

1997). Accidents also damages the company's assets and reputation. 

There are many aspects of safety that are considered in the workplace, all dependent on the 

nature of the economic acti-vity. The most common safety considerations include: fire safety, 

machinery safeguarding, v.·orking at heights. electrical safety, personal protective equipment, 
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working in contincd space • manunl handling. compre_scd air safet). inspection of lifting 

equipment and pres urc \C sci . accident n:porting and investigation and analysis. 

2.2.1.3 Environment 

The En\:ironmcnt includes the physical factors of the surroundings of human beings. 

including land. water. atmo phcrc, climate. sound. odour. taste. the biological factors of 

animal plants and the social factor of aesthetics. It includes both the natural and the built 

environment (The Environmental Management and Coordination Act. 1999). It is the totalit} 

of ctrcumstances surrounding an organism or group of organisms. especially the combination 

of external physical conditions that aJTect and influence the growth, development. and 

sun ivai of organisms ( fhe American lleritage Dictionary of [~nglish Language. 2000). 

In the oil industry. environmental performance is mainly liked to emissions. which arc to air. 

water (surface and ground) or soil (Guillard. 2002). 

The American Petroleum Institute (2005) observed the following core categories of 

environmental parameters in relation to the oil and gas ind ustry: 

a) Spills and discharges comprising of hydrocarbon spills to the environment and 

controlled discharges to \\.CJter (both inland v.atenvays and to the sea) resulting in 

signi ficant operational. environmental or community impact. 

b) Waste and residual materials - consisting of hazardous and non-haL.ardous \\astc 

disposal as well as recycling. reusing and reclaiming materials that would otherwise 

ha\c been considered ha~..ardous. 

c) Emissions- including greenhouse gas emissions. flared and ,.:ented gases. 

d) Resource use- primarily the energy used in industry operations. 

2.2.2 Examples of Put Disuten in the Global Oil Industry 

)everal disasters have been documented in the past within the globaJ oil industry that is 

related to llcalth, Safety and Environmental (HSE) performance. Some examples include: 

(a) The Mexico City LPG Distribution Center Explosion, 1984. 

Some 11.000 m3 of Liquefied Petroleum Gas {LPG) was stored in six 1600 m3 spheres and 

48 horitontal cylindrical bullets. all in close proximity. The legs of the spheres \\Cre not 
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fireproofed A leak of LPG from an unkno,,n source was ignited: and a fierce engulfed the 

spheres. exploding one afier the other in serie!i. The nine recorded cxplo!)ions resulted into 

542 fatalities and 7000 injuries (Wells, 1997). 

(b) The Fire oo Piper Alpha Oil Rig, Ullited Kingdom North Sea, 1988. 

An explosion occurred and subsequent lire on 16th JuJy 1988 on the Occidental Oil's offshore 

Piper Alpha oil rig in the British Sector of the 1\orth Sea. 167 oil workers were killed. the oil 

platform was totally destroyed and the United Kingdom's hydrocarbon production 

temporarily dropped by II%. (Wells, 1997). 

(c) The Enoo VaJdez Oil Spill in Alaska, 1989. 

The Exxon Valde.l oil tanker spill in 1989 was one of the largest man-made environmental 

disasters ever to occur at sea, seriously affecting thousands of plant and animal species. 

II million gallons of crude oil was spilled. The ship struck a reef as it maneuvered out of its 

shipping lane to avoid icebergs. A jury in 1994 awarded $ 287 million in actual damages and 

$ 5 billion for punitive damages (based on a single year's profit at that time by Exxon). 

Exxon spent $2 billion for clean up efforts. and it took up to 4 )Cars to finish the exercise 

(www.wikipedia.org). 

(d) The BP Texas City Refmery Process Accideot, 2005. 

On March 23, 2005, the BP Texas City Refinery experienced a catastrophic process accident. 

It was one of the most serious US workplace disasters of the past two decades, resulting in 15 

deaths and more than 170 injuries (The B.P US Refineries Independent Safety Review Panel, 

2007). 

2.2.3 Measuring Health, Safety And EovironmeotaJ (BSE) Performance 

The primary purpose for measuring Health, Safety and Environmental performance is to 

provide information on the progress and current status of strategies. processes and activities 

used by an organiation to control risks to health.. safet) and em ironment. (llcalth and Safety 

Executive, 2001 ). Measurement information sustains the operation and development of an 

HSE management system and so the control of these risks b) providing information, 

identifying areas where remedial action is required , providing a basis for continuous 

improvement and providing feedback and motivation. 
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Wells (I 997) ob~ervcd that performance standards arc the b~ is lor planning and measuring 

the achievements in the operations of the company. Thi~ includes the performance of the 

company '' ith respect to health. safety and environment. Scttmg performance standards is 

based on hazard rc\ie\\s carried out on the organization. ",:hich in,ohc hazard identification 

and risk assessment 

The Health and · afety Executive (200 I) observed that organi1~tions lind health and safety 

performance measurement a difficult subject. The} struggle to develop health and safety 

performance measures that are not based solely on injury and ill-health statistics. which is the 

traditional approach to measuring health and safet) performance. I lcahh and safety difTers 

from many areas measured by managers because success results in the absence of an 

outcome (injuries or ill-health) rather than a presence. 

Organizations need to recognize that there is no single reliable measure of health and safety 

performance. What is required is a 'basket' of measures or 'balanced scorecard' providing 

information on a range of health and safety activities. (Health and Safety txecutivc, 200 I). 

2.2.4 Performance Indicaton in Health, Safety and Environment (liSE) 

Performance indicators are factors which enable the early identification of degrading 

elements in performance. They arc usually from critical plant operating parameters which 

affect health, safety and em ironmcntal performance. Performance indicators can be taken 

from various levels of an operating system - for example. at component level, safety 

protection level , plant level and management level (Wells, 1997). 

2.2.4.1 Injury/ Ill-health Statistics 

The Health and Safet) [xecutive (200 1) observed that organizations find health and safety 

performance measurement a difficult subject. The) struggle to develop health and safety 

performance measures that arc not based solely on injury and ill-health statistics. \\hich is the 

traditional approach to measuring health and safety performance. 

There were problems with using injury and ill-health statistics alone as the only measure of 

health and safety performance: 
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a) Under-reporting - an emphasis on injury and ill-health rntc!) as a measure. particularly 

when related to reward systems. can lead to such e\:ents not being rcptlrtcd so as to 

'maintain' performance 

b) Whether a panicular event results in an injury is often a matter of chance. so it will not 

necessarily reflect \\hcther or not a hazard is under control. An organa:~..ation can ha-.:e a 

low injury rate because of luck or fe\\er emplo)ees exposed. rather than a good health. 

safety and environment management. 

c) Injury rates do not often reflect the potential severity of an event. merely the 

consequence. (·or example, the same failing to adequate!) guard a machine could result I 

a cut finger o r an amputation. 

d) People can stay off work for reasons which do not reflect the severity of the event. 

e) There is evidence to shov. there is not necessarily a relationship between 'occupational' 

injury statistics (e.g. slips. trips and falls) and control of major accident haLards (e.g. loss 

of containment of flammable or toxic material) 

f) A low injury rate could lead to complacency. A low injury rate results in a few data 

points being available. There must have been a failure in order to get a data point. In 

addition, injury statistics reflect the outcome and not the causes. 

2.2.4.2 Lagging Health and Safety Performance Indicators 

Mearns, et.al. (2003) described these as reactive measures. measure.\ l~(fuilures or outcome 

measures. These are reactive measurements include injuries at work and work-related ill

health and other losses like damage to property, incidents, hazards and faults, weakness or 

omissions of performance. Wells ( 1997) termed these measures as direct performance 

indicators, and noted that the most common performance standard used for safety studies is 

the number of Lo.\1 Time Injuries (LTI) 

Wells ( 1997) further observed that the number of incidents is usually taken as the O\ crall 

indicator. The rcpctiti\cness of an incident suggests either poor kn0\\1edge or master) of the 

initiating cause of the incident sequence. or an inadequate procedure or poor design. The 

factor can be measured by the impact on the surrounding em ironment, the amount of 

compensation paid to the parties affected, and the consequences with regards to the 

company's reputation. the cost of restoring equipment and the cleanup operation, and the 

number of victims on and off site. 
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The International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (2005) outline guidelines for 

perfonnance reporting in the oil and gas industry as follows: 

1. /\·umber of Fawlities - the total number of company employees and/or contractor 

employees v.ho died as a result of an accident or occupational illness. 

2. Lost Work Days Case (LWDC) - any work related injury or illness. other than a fatal 

injury, which results in a person being unfit for \'fOrk on any day after the day of 

occurrence of the occupational injury 

3. Lost Time Injury (LTI)- this is a fatality or a lost work day case. The number of LTis 

is the number of is the sum of fatalities and the lost \\Ork days cases. 

4. Lost Time Injury Frequency (LTIF) - this is the number oflost time injuries (sum 

of fatalities and lost work day cases) per 1,000,000 man hours worked. 

5. Hour.'> Worked in a Year (000 's) - this are the total hours worked. 

6. First Aid Cases (FA(} - these are cases not sufficiently serious to be reported as 

medical treatment or more serious cases but nevertheless require minor first aid. such 

as dressing on a minor cut, removal of a splinter from a finger. FACs arc not 

recordable cases 

7. Medical Treatment Cases (A.ITC) - these are cases not severe enough to be reported 

as fata lities or lost work day cases or restricted work day cases but arc more severe 

than requiring simple first aid treatment. 

8. Restricted Work Day Cases (R WDC) - the number of cases that do not result in a 

fatality or a lost work day case but do result in a person being unfit for full 

performance of the regular job on any day after the occupational injury. 

9. Total Recordable Case.'i (J'RC) this is the sum total of number of fatalities, lost 

work day cases, restricted work day cases and medical treatment cases. It does not 

include first aid cases. 

10. Total Recordable Cmes Frequency (TRCF) - this is total recordable cases (TRC) per 

1.000,000 man hours worked. 

11. Number of Dap Cnfit for Work - this is the sum total of calendar days (consecutive 

or otherw-ise) after the days on v.-hich the occupational injuries occurred. where the 

persons involved \\ere unfit for work and did not work. 

12. Occupational Illnesses - this is any abnonnal condition or disorder, other than one 

resulting from an occupational injury, caused by exposure to environmental factors 

associated with employment. This may be caused by inhalation. absorption, ingestion 
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of, or direct contact with hazards. as well as exposure to physical and pS)Chological 

hazards. h will gcnerall) result from prolonged and repeated expo urc. 

Examples include: noise induced hearing loss. respiratory diseases such as asbestosis. 

asthma~ skin disease such as dermatitis as \\ell as mental ill-health. 

13. Occupational Injury- any injW) such as a cut, fracture. sprain or amputation \\hich 

results from a \\Ork-related activity or from an exposure involving a single incident 

such as deafness from an explosion. one-time chemical exposure. back disorder from 

a slip or a trip, or an insect or a snake bite. 

14. Sigmficanl Incidents - are incidents which cause or have the potential to cause 

serious injury and /or fatality, or significant structural damage. The description of the 

incident should be sufficiently detailed to aJlow other organizations to share 

important safety learning·s arising from the incident. 

These incidents are categorized into: 

a) Vehicle accidents - involving motorized vehicles such as cars and trucks. 

Pedestrians struck by vehicles are also classified here. accidents 

b) Air transport incidents- involving aircraft 

c) Falls- where a person falls off, over or onto something. 

d) Struck by where injury results from being hit by moving equipment Caught in 

between where persons are crushed or injured between moving parts or objects. 

e) Explosions or bums - incidents caused by bums. toxics gases, asph)xiation or 

other effects of fires and explosions 

f) Drowning and electrocution 

g) Others where the incident cannot be logically placed under the above headings, 

such as a terrorist shooting. 

2.2.4.3 Leading Health and Safety Performance lndicaton 

Mearns. et.al. (2003) observed that leading indicators are used to identify y potential 

problems before they are realized as incidents or incidents. They arc measures of the health 

and management system activities that promote health and safety culture. These measure 

organizationaJ factors such as policy, organizing. planning and implementation, performance, 

operation. maintaining and improving the systems and the development of a health and safety 

culture. This is achieved through audits, reviews and surveys. 
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Guillard (2002) obscn.ed that Potential incidents reported (CJr near mine\·, including unmfe 

conditions or act.\) per person working in a particular organi:t.ation ''ere one of the proactive 

perfonnance indicators. A Near Miss is an uncontrollable e\:cnt or chain of e\ents which, 

under slightly different ci rcumstances. could have resulted in an injury. damage or loss. 

Wells ( 1997) referred to these approaches as Indirect indica/On. being specific 

measurements of pcrfonnance of various safety program clement!). It includes organizational 

and management processes such as accountability and responsibility. 

Some examples that reflect safety management. accountability and responsibi lit) include 

a policy statement. a health, safety and environment management system. management 

commitment to safet}, requi rements for procedures and individual pcrfonnance 

measurement. 

2.2.4.4 Environmental Performance Indicators 

The American Petroleum Institute (2005) highlighted the core environmental perfonnance 

indicators applicable to the industry: 

a) Hydrocarbon spills to the environment - the number and volume of hydrocarbon 

liquids greater than 1 barrel ( 1 59 liters) that reach the environment. 

b) Controlled discharges to water - quantities of hydrocarbons present in controlled 

discharges to a water enviro nment (both inland and \\'aterwa}s or to the sea). 

c) Hazardous waste quantities of regulated hazardous waste disposed. 

d) Greenhouse gas emissions the annual emission of greenhouse gases (GI IG) as total 

C02 equivalent (potential and as individual species, from facilities owned and/or 

managed by company 

e) Flare and \Cnted gas- the total mass or volume of hydrocarbon gas. both vented and 

flared to the atmosphere from operations. and reported separately. 

f) Energy use the total quantity of primary energy consumed in oil and natural gas 

operations including the primary energy that is generated on site or imported. 

g) Environmental management systems - the implementation of an environmental 

management S}Stem (f:MS). 

h) Community Complaints the number of community complaints due to operational 

activities. 
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2.2.4.5 Normalization Factors 

It is generally good practice to measure and report performance basc..-d on both absolute and 

normaltzed quantities to pro"1de a more complete and balanced rcprc. entation of the 

performance and sustainable progress (The American Petroleum Institute. 2005). 

The guide funher observed that companies report normaJi:tcd performance indicators for a 

number of reasons. including. tracking performance over time. comparing performance 

among similar business operations \\lithin the company and facilitating performance 

benchmarking with other companies. HO\\ever. the variability in hov. companies report 

normalized data presents a challenge, because companies usc different normali:t.ation factors 

for different activities and for different comparison purposes. Occupational injury and 

illnesses data are normalized on the basis of the number of employees or number of hours 

worked~ and reported as injury/illness rates. On the other hand, environmental performance 

indicators are normalized on the basis of physical quantities related to output or input. 

The American Petroleum Institute (2005) gives a guideline on the generic normalization 

factors used. 

Table 1. Generic Normalization Factors used in the Oil and Gas Industry 

OIL AND GAS JNDUSTR Y SECTOR NORMALIZATION FACTOR 

Exploration and Production Production of crude oil, in barrels of oil 

equivalent 

Refining Refining throughput 

Transportation and terminals Product delivered or terminal throughput 

Pipeline Pipeline throughput 

Marketing (Retail) Motor fuel sales 

Marine Cargo transported 

Source: "Oil and Gas Industry Guidance on Voluntar) ustainabilit) Reporting: Using 

Environmental, llealth, Safet), Social and Economic Performance Indicators " American 

Petroleum lnstitutc (API). (2005). 
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23 Benchmarking Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) Performance 

23.1 Overview 

Guillard (2002) observed that a large part of the available knO\\Icdgc on llcalth. Safety and 

Environment ( I IS I::.) cannot directly be exploited. It needs to be tmnsformcd into a set of 

performance targets, and a method to reach the set targets. I his is prccisdy what 

benchmarking does. 

One of the major difficulties many organizations faced when wanting to make usc of 

published statistics about rISE is that definitions often ditTcr bet\\Cen data sets. and between 

organizations and their local or national authority. Even when definitions vary onl> slightl}. 

gathering compatible and meaningful information becomes a difficult task. In addition. it is 

difficult to assess whether the information gathered is truly applicable to a specific kind of 

business (Guillard. 2002). Kolk (2004) noted that a judgment of performance indicators in 

Health. Safety and Environment (HSE) as such. without context and comparison. is difficult. 

As a result, forms of benchmarking have emerged for both internal and external purposes. 

Companies frequently benchmark their health, safety and environmental performance to the 

averages for the sector and, in the US, for the manufacturing industry as a whole. 

Internal and peer benchmarking therefore provides an alternative to providing meaningful 

and up to date data from organit.ations in the same line of business. l lealth, Safet} and 

Environment ( l iSE) is however one of the most innocuous disciplines to benchmark, as the 

information is not commercially sensitjve, and there is no legal reason why it cannot be 

shared (Guillard, 2002). Once the required information has been obtained and analyzed, the 

organization must prepare itself to move forward and improve its performance. liSE 

management systems and practices do not differ much between various types of industries. 

making it relatively easy to find new and better practices to adopt. 
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2.3.2 Global Efforts in Health, afety and Environmental (H E) Performance 

Benchmarking 

There are documented C\ idence of deliberate efi'orts made, by industry associmions or 

individual companies in the global oil and gas industry, to benchmark l lcalth, Safety and 

Environmental (If E) performance. 

With a global membership producing over half of the world's oil and a third of the world's 

gas. The IntemationaJ Association of Oil & Gas Producers (OGP) acts as a focal point for the 

coordination and progression of best practices in HSE performance lor its members in all the 

areas of the world in which they operate. This is achie' ed. in part, through co-operative 

initiatives~ such as those aimed at forming best practice guidelines related to specific IISL 

cbaJlenges. This is achie\ed through partnering \vith members to organize II ·I s) mposiums, 

such as the 2007 Middle East I lSI Symposium (International Association of Oil & Gas 

Producers, 2007). 

Petrotech, in collaboration with India's Oil Industry Safety Directorate, held a seminar on 

··Benchmarking of liSE in the Oil and Gas Industry" in 2006 (Petrotech, 2007). I he GA.\'£)( 

2002, an important platform for the oil and gas industry in the Asia-Pacific, had as one of its 

themes ··Benchmarking to Improw! liSE Performance .. (Ascan Energy. 2007). The 3rd 

Annual Middle East liSE Symposium for the oil and gas sector will be held in O\cmber 

2007 in Doha, Qatar (fouch Oil and Gas, 2007). 

Outside the oil and gas industl). Kolk (2004) observed that Procter & Gamble rdcrrcd to a 

major H E benchmarking study With other multinationaJs ( BA. I. Dow. Du Pont. Fastman 

Kodak, Shell Chemicals and Solutia) carried out by an external consulting company. Kolk 

further observed that one of the major findings of the benchmarking exercise was that 

selecting, measuring and managing the right indicators for the organi1.ation involved in the 

health, safety and environmental benchmarking activity remains the greatest challenge in the 

near future. The Health and Safety l·xecuti"e documented \'arious benchmarking surveys 

carried out bet\\een 2001 and 2006 aimed at improving health and safet) performance in the 

Linited Kingdom (Health and Safety E~ccutive, 200 I ).Findings from these studies point out 
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that benchmarking has been succc~ ful in imprO\·ing health. safet) and environmental (liSE) 

perfonnancc practices. 

2. 4 Health, Safety and Environment (BSE) in Kenya 

Health and safety issues at the \\Ork place are not a recent dc\clopmcnt in employee welfare 

and development. These issues emerged at the onset of industriali:~..ation when enlightened 

employees began to voluntarily improve the \\Orking conditions of cmplo)ces at the 

workplace (Mberia, 2001). Mbcria further obse~ed that the scriousnc~s ofhcalth, safety and 

environment at the workplace is illustrated b) governments in most countries globally by 

making them a policy issue. Most countries have come up with legislation that provides 

guidelines to organizations on the implementation of health. safct)' and environmental issues. 

ln the U.S. the Department of Labor's Occupational llcalth and afcty Administration 

(OSHA). created in 1971. is the main federal agency charged with the responsibility of 

enforcement of safety and health legislations (Occupational llcalth and Safety 

Administration, 2007).The National Institute for Occupational Safety and llcalth (NIOSII ) is 

concerned with research and development in occupational health and safety through 

provision of guidelines and technical support (National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health, 2007). On the other hand. the Environmental Protection Agenc) (l· PA). established 

in 1970, is the federal agency charged with the responsibility of setting and enforcing 

national standards, under a variety of em ironmental Ia\\ • in consultation with the state. 

tribal and local governments (Environmental Protection Agency. 2007). 

ln the U.K, the Health and Safety Commission is responsible for h~:alth and safety 

regulations in Great Britain. The llcalth and Safet) Exccuttve and the local go\cmments arc 

the enforcing authorities \\ho work in suppon of the commission (llcalth and Safety 

Executive, 2007). The Environmental .\gcncy is the leading public body for protecting and 

improving the environment in England and Wales (Environmental Agency, 2007). 

The International labor Organit.ation (lLO) is also keen in ensuring the health and safety of 

the worker. For example, key ll 0 labor standards in the area of chemical safety arc: 

a) The Chemicals Comention ('\o. 170) of 1990. and 

b) The Prevention of Major Industrial Accidents Com:ention (No. 174) of 1993. 
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In particular. Convention No. 174 seeks to protect \\Orkcr~. the public and the environment 

against the risks of major industrial accidents. It requires mtil) ing states, in con~ultations 

"ith interested parties in their countries. to formulate a coherent national policy to be 

implemented through preventive and protective measures to major hazards and installations, 

and where practi cable, promote the use of the best available safct} technologies (Barichoo, 

2006). 

ln Kenya, Occupational I Iealth and afety legislation is administered and enforced by the 

Directorate of Occupational Health and Safety Sel'ices (DOIISS) under the Ministry of 

Labor and Human Resources Development. The Factories and Other Places of Work Act, 

Cap 514, of the Kenyan laws was enacted in 1951 to make provisions for the health, safety 

and \\elfare of persons employed. There ha\'e been se,eral subsidiary legislations (or rules) 

to the Act enacted since then to address specific health and safct) concerns and include: 

a) Woodworking Machinery Rules, 1959 

b) Docks Rules, 1962 

c) Cellulose Solutions Rules, 1964 

d) The Fire Risk Reduction Rules of2007 

e) The Hazardous Substances Rules of2007 (Factories & Other Places of Work Act, 1972). 

There have been several amendments to the Act that have given rise to other subsidiary 

legislations. These include: 

a) First Aid Rules, 1977 

b) Protection of Eyes Rules, 1978 

c) Electrical Power (Special) Rules, 1979 

d) Building Operations and Works of Engineering Construction Rules. 198~ 

e) Noise Prevention and Control Rules. 1996 

Q Health and Safety Committee Rules, 2004 

g) Medical Examination Rules, 2005 ((Factories & Other Places of Work Act. 1972). 

Other legislations that related to the health and safety in Kenya include: 

a) The Public l lealth Act, Cap 242. 

b) The Radiation Protection Act, Cap 243. 
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Environmental legislations in Kenya are a more recent de' clopmcnt. 'I he enactment of the 

Emironmental Management and Coordination Act (EMCA) of 1999 led to the c tablishmcnt 

of several enforcement bodies in en\ ironrnental management; and include: 

a) The National Environmental Council- chaired by the Minister for En, ironment. 

b) The National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA) 

c) Provincial and District Environmental Committee. 

d) The Public Complaints Committee. 

(fhe Environmental Management and Coordination Act. 1999). 

The National Em ironmental Management Authority (NLMA) was established to exercise 

general supervision and coordination on all matters relating to the cn,ironmcnt, and to be the 

principal instrument of the government in the implementation of all pol icies relating to the 

environment (The Environmental Management and Coordination Act, 1999). 

The Act (EMCA) is supplemented by other subsidiary legislations, and includes: 

a) The Environmental (Impact Assessment and Audit )Regulations, 2003 

b) The Environmental Management and Coordination (Waste Management) Regulations, 

2006. 

c) The Environmental Management and Coordination (Water Qual it)) Regulations, 2006 

(The Environmental Management and Coordination Act, 1999). 
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CHAPTER3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

Descriptive suney '"·as used in this research study. The sample of the tudy was selected 

from the population through the convenience sampling technique, while primary data was 

collected through questionnaire. 

31 Population and Sampling Design 

The petroleum industry in Kenya consists of firms operating at \atious lc-.:cb: exploration 

and production (the National Oi l Corporation of Kenya. NOCK). procurement (finns 

importing refined or crude oil), refining (the Kenya Petroleum Refiner} I .td), distribution 

(the Kenya Pipeline Company Ltd and other fmns distributing the relined products to retail 

outlets or to industrial users by rail or road) and retailing (fim1s that ha\e retail outlets. such 

as petrol stations and sell directly to consumers). The population of stud> was therefore made 

up of aJI petroleum companies operating in Kenya 

The sample for the study was made up of 40 oil companies. It consisted of the Kenya 

Petroleum Refinery Ltd (KPRL), the Kenya Pipeline Company Ltd (KPC) and all the 38 oil 

marketing companies (OMC) licensed by the Ministry of Energ) to 1mport and process 

petroleum products in Kenya (Appendix III). 

Convenience sampling was used in the study because it satisfactorily met the sampling 

objectives and was cheaper and easier to conduct. The Kenya Petroleum Refiner} Ltd and the 

Kenya Pipeline Company Ltd were conveniently selected because they handled bull, 

quantities of petro leum products in the country, and were therefore of significant importance 

to the Kenyan oil industry and to the research study. 

3J Data CoUedion 

A structured questionnaire was used to collect the primary data. The qu~tionnairc used both 

closed and open ended questions to provide both quantitati\e and qualitative data for 

statistical analysis. Initial contact with respondents '"'35 made through telephones. after which 

the questionnaires ~ere sent personally by hand. by post and through eiectronic mail. 
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The target respondents were Health. afety and Environment (I lSI-) Manager or their 

equivalents within the target organizations. 

3.4 Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The study sought to attain the following research objectives: to identify the kc) indicator.; 

used in measuring llealth, Safety and Environmental (IISf) pcrfonnancc b) Kenyan oil 

companies, establish \\hether Kenyan oil companies bcnchmarked these pcrlonnance 

measurement practices and to examine the challenges the) faced \\hen undertaking these 

benchmarking programs. The data obtained was edited and checked for accurc1cy. coded and 

tabulated. 

Content analysis was used to analyze the data collected. The technique involves the analysis 

where the communication content from interviews, written texts or speeches arc categorized 

and analyzed. This method enables the researcher to focus on the issues that bring out the 

themes in each objective. The researcher can therefore quantify and analyre the presence, 

meanings and relationships of such themes or concepts, and then make inferences about the 

messages with the texts, the audience, and even the culture and the time of which these arc 

part. These approaches have been successfully used by Kandie (200 I) and Njau (2000). 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

4.1 Introduction 

The chapter outlines the analysis of the data from responses of structured questionnaires 

(Appendix II) sent to respondents v.ith regards to benchmarking liS£ performance 

measurement practices in the Kenyan oil industr). Data was collected from I 0 firms from the 

population of interest. 5 firms responded by indicating that infom1ation confidentiality policies 

prevented them from sharing the requested data. and therefore declined to give any 

information. The findings from the study were then anal}7cd. mterpreted and summari1ed. 

4.2 Organizational Features of the Company 

4.2.1 Position in the Company 

Respondents were asked to indicate what their positions \\ere \\ithin their organi1..ations. 

Fi\e companies placed the responsibilities of the HSI function under dedicated liSE 

managers, whi le two companies placed the responsibilities of the II E function under a depot 

manager, who then combined the ll E and the administrati\'e functions. One compan) each 

placed the HSE,functions the Human Resources Manager, the Chief Engineer and the Logistics 

Manager. 

This indicates that compames m the Kenyan oil industry gcncrall} recognized that the 

management of H SE was a critical function within the compan). requiring dedicated resources 

at key managerial positions. This is very important both from the statutory compliance 

perspective and from the point of view of corporate responsibility and risk management. 

4.2.2 Company Ownership Structure 

The companies were required to indicate the ownership structures of their organi1..ations. 

Six of the companies indicated that the) were locall} incorporated. whi le 4 were multi-national 

subsidiaries. Amolo (2002) had observed in his research that 75% of the oil companies 

surveyed were foreign-owned, with only 25% being local!) incorporated. However. since the 

liberi7..ation of the oil industry in 1994, more and more local firms have entered the market, 

whilst some foreign multinational oi l firms have pulled out their operations from Kenya in the 

recent past. There has led to increased competition \\ithin the industl), with firms under 

pressure to improve their operations to remain competiti\<e in the oil market. HSE has therefore 
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~me more and more important as a corporate strah.:gy to \\00 con umers who are ha\ ing 

more choices and becoming more demanding. 

4.2.3 Core Business of the Company 

Companies were required to indicate their core business '"ithin the Kenyan oil industl"). 

Eight companies indicated that they imported and proccs. ~d petroleum products in the Ken) a: 

six were in the retail business. while one company \\as in the relining and pipeline 

transpOrtation but handled the bulk of the petroleum product in the count!'). The nature of the 

core businesses within the industl"} determines the HSl strategies used and the performance 

measurement practices employed unique to each business. Oil companies handling bulk 

products tend to value HSE more and therefore invest more in infrastructure that enhances their 

safety, mainly due to the higher risks inherent '"ith handling bulk oil products. 

4.3 Health, Safety and Environment (USE) Practices in tbe Organization 

4.3.1 Tbe Balance between HSE and Profitability 

Companies were requested to indicate the balance between liS! and profitability in their 

organiz.at1ons. 

Table 4.1: The Balance between liSE and Profitably in the Organitation. 

Description 

lSI is seen as costing Making money is the only concern. I 

money. the only important issue in U\J 

Money is spent to make the HS[ im 

to comply with legal requirements, b 

•oidmg extra costs 

provcments necessary 

ut saving monc} b} 

cost-cutting is important 
----:::---:~ 

It is not clear ho-..., II E:. and profitabi lit)' arc balanced. Line 

operational issues 

top priority, '' hilst 

managers spend most of their time on 

The company tries to make liSE the 

understanding that liSe contributes t 

delays to get contractors up to the sta 

Management believes that HSE mak 

liSE and making money is a non-iss 

o profit. It accepts 

ndard m terms of I lSL. 

cs money. so balancing 

uc. 

Source: Encrg} Institute (2002). 
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~'companies demonstrated that their II. I: culture ''~ gcncrnthc, impl)ing that I lSI \\as 

strongly integrated into their business practices. 'o company indicated that making mone) \\US 

the onl) concern and that HS£· wus seen as costing money. the on I) important issue in a\oiding 

extra costs. Oil companies in Kenya therefore belie\c that liSE mnkcs money. so balancing 

li'E and making money is a non-issue. IISL is a core businc:-;:, value that should not be 

compromic;ed for monetary gains. liSt performance is u grO\\ing corporate . ocial 

responsibi lit) for oil firms and is indeed a true reflection of the company's \·alucs and 'ision 

for the future. 

4.3.2 Health, Safety and Environment (liSE) Policy 

Companies were required to indicate whether or not they had in place an liS£ polic). 

e'en companies indicated that they had in place HSL policies ~hile three companies did not 

have an) HSE policies in place. 'l his is despite the fact that I lSI plays a critical role in the oil 

industry. An liSE policy is the basis of a good HSE performance measurement and continuous 

improvement. The policy gives an overall the requisite commitment and impetus to drive IISf 

practices within organizations by charting out a 'ision and pro\ iding guidance on hov. to 

achieve the stated objectives. A I lSI.:.. polic) requires lop let~dcrship commitment and clear 

assignment of responsibilities that involves everyone within the organization. and not the J ISE 

function alone. 

4.3.3 Measurement of Health, Safety and Environmental Performance 

Companies with HSE policies \\Crc required to indicate whether they measured their J IS[ 

performance. Six companies \\ith I lS I policies actually measured their HSI- performance. The 

primary purpose for measuring I ISE performance is to pro" ide infom1ation on the progress and 

current status of strategies, processes and activities used by an organi.t.ation to control risks to 

health, safety and environment. Measurement infonnation sustains the operation and 

development of an HSE management system and hence the control of these risks b) providing 

information, identifying areas where remedial action is required , providing a basis for 

continuous improvement and providing feedback and motivation. 
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4.3.4 USE Performance Measurement Indicton 

Companies \\ere required indicate whether the) applied an) of the IISI perfom18ncc 

measurement indicators listed beiO\\ . 

Table 4.2 II E Performance Measurement Indictors 

Performance Measurement Indicator Frcqucnc) 
1-:---:--
Safety 

No: of Fatal ities 6 

1 No. of Lost Time Incidents (LTI) 6 

I No. of Restricted Work Cases (R \VC) 6 

I No. of Medical Treatment Cases (M r C) 6 

I No. of Total Recordable Cases (TRC) 2 

I Total Recordable Cases Frequency (I RC I· ) 2 

I t\o. of Man-hours without LTI (Million) 4 
~ 

~of First Aid Cases (FAC) 6 

. o f Vehicle Accidents 6 
1---

1 No. o f Miles Driven (Million) \\ithout Accidents 3 -No. of Fires and Explosions 4 

No. of Near Misses and Incidents 3 

No. o f Unsafe Acts per Audit 2 

No. of liSE Meetings Held 6 

No. of EmergenC} Response Simulations 3 

No. ofOverdue Statutory Equipment Checks 2 

Annual Statutory llcalth & Safety Audit 6 

Health 

No. of Occupational Illnesses 5 

I Total Recordable Occupational Illnesses I requenc) I 

I No. of Overdue Statutory Medicals l~xaminations I 

~ental 
No. of Product Spills 4 

I No. of Community Complaints 3 

Annual Statutory Environmental Audit 6 

Hazardous Waste Accumulated (Tonncs) 3 
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All the companies that measured their liS[ performance used the follo\\ing performance 

indicators: the number of Fatalities. lost 'I imc Incidents (1..'11), Restricted Work Case~ (RWC). 

Restricted Work Cases (RWC), Medical I reatment Cases (M'I C). First Aid Cases (FAC). 

Vehicle Accidents, H C Meetings held as \\ell as Annual Statutory J lcahh and Safety and 

En\ironmentaJ Audits. Three companies u cd the number of Man-hours \\ithout LTl. Pirc and 

Explosions and Product Spills ''hile two companies used the number of Miles Dri,en without 

Accidents, Ncar Misses, Emergency Response Simulations and Community Complaints. 

Performance indicators are factors \\hich enable the early identification of degrading clements 

in performance. They are usually from critical plant operating parameters ''hich aflcct health, 

safet} and environmental performance. Performance indicato~ can be taken from various 

le\els of an operating system, for example. at component Je,el. safety protection level. plant 

le\el and management level. There is howc,er no single measure of I lSI· performance. 

1\.enyan oil companies gi\'e issues of safety more considcmtion more than occupational health 

and environment issues. In addition. they apply lagging or reacti\e performance indicators 

such injury and health statistics as v.ell as emironmental sp11ls as opposed to leading or 

proactive performance indicators such as unsafe act audits. 

4.3.5 Review of HSE Performance Measurement Practices 

Companies were reqUired to indicate \\hcthcr they re\ie\\ed their liSE:. performance 

measurement indicators. I our comparucs \\hO measured their II I performance frequently 

rc\ic\'.ed their measurement indicators; one compan:> sometimes reviewed their measurement 

indicators and one company constantly re\-icwcd their measurement indicators. 

Companies further indicated that the review of liSE performance measurement indicators \\ere 

done annually as part of the annual llSl Audit programs for the company. Consequently, 

monthl:> Key Performance Indicators (KPis) in I ISE "ere then tracked against set objectives in 

monthl:> HSE meetings. In addition, companies indicated that individual I ISF performance was 

included in evef) emplo:>ee's annual performance scorecard; and subsequently gi\'en a 

significant weighting when appraising the cmplo}'ee's overall performance. Other companies 

indicated that all performance measurement indicator!> in the company. including in HSL·. arc 

revie\\cd annually when new perfonnancc contract targets ,-.ere signed. Re,iewing these 
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perfonnance measurement indicators provided a ba. i fur continuou impro\l.:mcnt b) 

pro\iding feedback and motivation. 

4.3.6 Triggen of Reviews in BSE Performance Measuremeat Pradica 

Compames were required to indicate what triggered their review~ of IISI pcrlonnancc 

measurement practices. Four companies that re"iewed their measurement pmcticcs indicated 

that statutory (legal) requirements tr iggered the need to review their I ISI· pcrfom1ance 

measurement practices. This is large!} attributed to the s tringent lcgblation on health. safety 

and em ironmental issues that have put unprecedented pre sure on Kenyan oil companie. • 

business operations. The Directorate of Occupational Health and Safet) Sen ices (DOl ISS) and 

the National Environmental Management Authority (NLMA) have become stricter in enforcing 

legal requirements in health and safct) as well as in environmental issues respectively. 

Three companies that reviewed their measurement practices indicated that their corporate head 

offices gave guidelines and direction on an) changes requirc.!d in the measure practices of I lSI· 

performance. Subsidiaries of multi-national companies periodically rolled out policies relating 

to perfonnancc measurement practices. This requirement is to enable performance monitoring 

across business units v.·ithin the group. 'J his hovvever has the potential of conflicting with the 

local legislations in the countries in which the) operate. 

A third of the companies were triggered by competition to rc.!v icw their measuring pmcticcs. 

This implies that the firms do not continuous!) c;can their business em: ironment to look for new 

ideas for improvement. In addition, respondents indicated that the requirements to comply \\ith 

quality systems such as ISO 9000 forced them to review their measurement practices. 

4.4 Beochmarldng USE Measurement Practices 

4.4.1 Benchmarking Policy 

Companies were required to indicate "'hether they had a policy towards benchmarking of any 

activity in the organizations. Five companies indicated that although a benchmarking policy 

was not explicitly mentioned on its own, their companies· mission statements , vision and 

procedures contained substantial reference to values with respect to continuous improvement, 

such as being ··best in class'' in their business operations. Companies also cited key 

performance indicators (KPls) being rcvie\\Cd quarterly and annually to reflect changes in 
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business environment in order to make the company compctithe, were sometimes triggered b) 

competitor activities. This is an aspect of benchmarking. Fhc companies, ho,,c,cr. lacked a 

clear strategy on benchmarking, and did not usc benchmarking as a formal tool for continuous 

impro' ement. 

4.4.2 Benchmarking HSE Performance MeaJurement Practices 

Companies were asked to indicate whether the) benchmarked their HSI measurement pmctices. 

ix out of the ten companies did not benchmark their IIS l performance measurement pmcticcs. 

Benchmarking helps to measure and compare results. highlight gap:, m performance, idenuly the 

potential for improvement and change the way business is conducted in order to achie' c 

superior liSE performance. 

4.4.3 Sources of Benchmarks in HSE Performance Measurement Practices 

Companies were required to indicate the sources of their benchmarks 10 their liS£ 

performance Measurement Practices. All companies that bcnchmarked their I lSI performance 

measurement practices indicated that the) bcnchmarkcd internally \\ithin the company. Internal 

benchmarking is applied bet\\een various functionaJities ''ithin the compan). or can be applied 

by large multi-national companies to compare performance of their various operations or 

divisions. Internal benchmarking involves participants from a smglc company. and is therefore 

relatively simple to set up and organize. None of the companies bcnchmarkcd their practices did 

not usc corporate entities outside the oil indus try. 

4.4.4 Benchmarking Approaches and Types 

Companies were requested to indicate the approaches and types of benchmarking u. ed in their 

H E performance measurement practice!>. All the four companies that benchmarked their IISl· 

perfonnance measurement practices indicated that they used internal benchmarking while t\\0 of 

the companies used peer benchmarking. None of the companies used external benchmarking. 

Peer benchmarking involves sharing info rmation with other organi:t.ations. which arc often 

competitors, and therefore can be limited by commercial and legal consideration. The main 

ad,antage of peer benchmarking over internal benchmarking lie!> in the comparison with other 

companies. On the other hand, external benchmarking is conducted between companies that 

operate in different bus inesses but face s imilar issues and employ the same type of bus iness 
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practices. Performance measurement breakthroughs arc more m~cl) to re ult from external 

t-enchmarking than an) other form of benchmarking. 

All of the four companies that benchmarked their HSl performance men urcment pmcticcs 

applied best pmcticc benchmarking. which focuses on the procc mlhcr than the producL 

especiall) the management practice part of the proceS!>. Three of the companie used tratcgic 

type of benchmarking, \\here it considers the results of other benchmarking practice in the light 

of the strategic focus of the finn, i.e. the overall business strategy in relation to results of the 

benchmarking study. On the other hand, product benchmarking involves tearing do,..,n a 

competitor's product to sec \\hat can be learned from its dcsagn and construction. Product-based 

benchmarking is used a tool to sol\e specific problems prO\;ing difficult to sohc b) other 

improvement techniques. 

4.5 Challenges in benchmarking projects 

R~pondents were asked to enumerate challenges the) faced \\hen CarT)ing out benchmarking 

prolects. These arc discussed in ection 4 .6.3 of this chapter. 

4. 6 Summary of Discussions 

The objectives of the study were to identif) the key indicators used in measuring I Jcahh, Safct) 

and Environmental (I I L) performance b) Kenyan oil companacs. to establish "'hethcr Kcn)an 

oil companies benchmark their (HSE) performance measurement pmcticcs and to identify the 

challenges faced by oi l companies in Kenya \\hilc undertaking benchmarking programs. I he 

findings are summarized below with respect to each objective. 

4.6.1 Identify Key Indicaton Used in Measuring Health, Safety and Environmental 

(BSE) Performance by Kenyan Oil Companies. 

The study revealed that seven out of ten companies had an IISI policy that provided a 

fundamental framework for all HSE practices within in the company. In addition. six companies 

had a culture where management belic"es that HSE makes monc), so balancing liS I and 

rnaling mone) was a non-issue. The company's plans include time nnd resources to get 

contractors up to the standard in terms of IISL The study further rc\'caled that half of the 

respondents were 1 lSI:. managers, with senior managerial positions and dedicated to l iS I 
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management This indicates that the Kenyan oil industry recognizes that the management of 

•!Sf ts a critical function within the company. a vel) important a pcct both from the statutory 

compliance perspective and from the point of view of corporate rcspon::.ibility and risk 

mlllagement. 

'X out of the seven companies v.ith established HSt. polices measured their liS I performance. 

The primary purpose for measuring HSC performance is to pro\ ide information on the progrc~s 

and current status of strategies, processes and activities used by an organization to control risks 

to health, safety and environment. Measurement information su tains the operation and 

development of an HSE management S}Stcm hence the control of these risks, by pro\!iding 

infonnation_ identifying areas where remedial action is required, providing a basis fnr continuous 

impro,ement and providing feedback and motivation. 

Performance indicators enable the early identification of degrading clements in performance and 

are usually from critical plant operating parameters affecting J lSI· performance at \arious lc\els 

such as safety protection level, plant le'" cl and management le\cl. "I he study rc' calcd that all 

companies that measured their liSE performance used the following performance measurement 

indtcators: the number of Fatalities, Lost Time Incidents (I Tl), Restricted Work Cases (RWC). 

Re~tricted Work Cases (RWC). Medical I reatment Cases (M I C). I· irst Aid Cases (FA C), 

Vehicle Accidents, HSE Meetings held. Annual Statutory Health and Safety Audit. Inland 

Product Spills and Annual Statutory Environmental Audit. 

The study also revealed that there is no single reliable measure of I ISF performance. What is 

required is a 'basket' of measures providing information on a range of health. safety and 

en\lronmental activities. These are large I) determined by the corl! business activity. the si1c of 

the organization as well as the HSE culture within the company. among other factors. 

Specificall) , core business within the industry afTects the focus on the HSE strategies within 

each business, thereby determining the choice and preference of the liS( performance 

measurement practices employed. In addition. Kenyan oil companies give issues of safety morl! 

consideration than occupational health and environment issues. \\hile applying lagging or 

reattl\e performance indicators such injury and health statistics as \\ell as em ironmcntal spills 

as opposed to leading or proactive performance indicaton; such as unsafe act audits. 
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4.6.2 Establish Whether Kenyan Oil Companies Benchmark Health, afety and 

Eavironmental (liSE) Performance Measurement Practices. 

The study revealed that statutory (legal) requirements triggered the need to rc' ic'' the liSE 

pcrfonnance measurement indicators. This is largely attributed to the current stringent legislation 

on health. safety and environmental issues that have put unprecedented pressure on Ken) an oil 

companies· business. In addition. subsidiancs of multi-national companies periodically rccchcd 

policies relating to performance measurement practices from their parent companie!). 

Corporate head offices gave guidelines and darection on any changes required application uf 

standards. This requirement is to enable performance monitoring across business units within the 

group. This however has the potential of conflict with the local lcgaslations in the countries 

"here they operate. In Kenyan oil companies. triggers of revie\\S m the practices b) competition 

is low. implying that the firms in the andustr) do not continuously $Can their business 

en,ironment to look for new ideas for impro\ement. 

Benchmarking helps to measure and compare business results. highlight gaps in performance. 

identify the potential for improvement and change the v.ay business is conducted. in order to 

achie\e superior performance. From the study, howe\er. half of the companies lacked a clear 

strateg) on benchmarking, and did not usc benchmarking as a formal tool for continuous 

improvement. Clearly, there was lack of understanding of the benefits of bcnchmarl-.:ing ,-.ithin 

the Kenyan oil finns. 

From the stud}, only four out of all the ten companies indicated that the) bcnchmarked their 

HSE Perfonnance Measurement Practices. II L is one of the most unattracti\C disciplines to 

benchmark, as the information is not commcrcaally sensitive. and there is no legal rca! on why it 

cannot be shared. However, all the companies bcnchmarkcd the1r IISI· pcrfonnancc 

measurement practices internally within the company. Intcmal benchmarking is looking at the 

diffenng levels of perfonnancc v.ithin the organization and haghlaghting best practice for 

dissemination to other parts. It is applied bct\\cen various functionalities within the compan). or 

can be applied by large multi-national companies to compare performance of their various 

operations or divisions. The benefits of internal bcnchmarkmg arc that it is cost cflccti,e. that at 

is easy to gain access to all the information required. that it doe· not require you to ghc an)thing 

a~Aay to competitors or other outside parties and that the processes will be analogous. The 
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dra\\backs of internal benchmarking include that fact that even the 'eT) best internal practices 

may not be adequate in the face of external pressures . and by i. only looking intemall), the 

organization miss the bigger picture. 

"\one of the respondents however benchmarked their practices \\ith corporate entities outside the 

oil industry. External benchmarking, \\hen conducted between companies that operate in 

different businesses but face s imilar issues and employ the same type of business practices, 

results in measurement breakthroughs. fe\\ Ken}an oil companies benchmark their liSE 

performance measurement practices, but b) concentrating on internal benchmarking for 

improvement, many of them miss out on the benefits from peer benchmarking and ex ternal 

benchmarking. In particular, when peer benchmarking is carried out in form of cooperative study 

involving a significant number of players in the industry, the information gained can be at a very 

detailed level and all participants will benefit. 

4.6.3 Identifying the Challenges Faced by Oil Companies in Kenya Undertaking 

Benchmarking Prognams in HSE. 

Companies indicated the several challenges they faced when benchmarking programs. 

Firstly, Oil companies, especial ly those dealing in the distribution and retailing end of the 

market. have has downgraded the importance of the HSE function within the compan). 

Accordingly, the management of HSE is not made critical both from the statutory compliance 

and corporate responsibility perspectives. Benchmarking I JSl practices is therefore largely 

absent. 

Secondly, Organizations lack the resources to finance the benchmarking exercise. Allocation of 

resources usually conflicts with other business priorities. ln most cases. cost and the resources 

required to bring a benchmarking program to a satisfactory conclusion arc often underestimated. 

Ln addition, when there is lack of top management commitment. it becomes difficult to set aside 

resources required to drive the benchmarking exercise. 

Thirdly, the unwillingness to share information among competing firms in the oi l industry has 

greatly hindered benchmarking efforts. ln addition, gathering compctiti\e intelligence requires 
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considerable time. effort. and money. Furthermore. there can be ethical and legal questions about 

some intelligence activities. 

Fourthly, there is often lack of a\\arencss on the benefits of benchmarking II SF practices. This is 

often caused by lack of strategic objectives to drive organizations to search for the ~st pmcticcs 

that improve performance. More often there is lack of capability and skills within the compan) to 

carr) out benchmarking activities. This can only be impro\'ed through training and clear policies 

towards benchmarking. In addition, challenges arise due to over-reliance on quantitative data or 

metrics. B) focusing on numbers companies sometimes focus on data and not on the processes 

used to produce the data. 

Data can also be manipulated. Consequently, there is a misunderstanding of the underlying 

reasons for the performance measures to strategic competencies and key processes. Finally, 

respondents indicated there were challenges arising from cultural dillicuhies in transferring .. best 

practices·· within multinational firms due to differences in behavioral and cultural background of 

the organizational members in the foreign subsidiaries of the firm. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusions 

Benchmarking is a powerful tool for continuous imprll\cmcnt that help to measure and 

compare business results. highlight gaps in pcrfommncc. identify the potential for 

impro,ement and change the way business is conducted in order to achic\e superior 

performance. Benchmarking goes beyond the mere setting of goals. It focuses on practices 

that produce superior perfonnance. Performance imprc.)\;cmcnt is the key driver behind 

benchmarking. as it offers the only real justification to make a\'ailable the rc ·ources 

necessary for a complete benchmarking. 

Benchmarking can be internal to a com pan~ , between the various di~ is ions of a company or 

can involve peer organizations, including competitors. It can also be external. bringing 

together companies in different lines of business. l:.ach l}pc oflt!rs various advantages. but 

also disadvantages, so it is essential to carefully consider what t~ pc best meets the business 

needs of the organi:tation before embarking on a benchmarking program. 

From the study, few Kenyan oil companies benchmark their IlSf performance measurement 

practices. ln addition, the)' lacked spcci fie benchmarking fmmeworl\s that enable them to 

fully utilize the benefits of benchmarking. Few ha\e c lear policies towards benchmarking. 

\\hile a significant proportion of those firms that benchmark conccntmtc on internal 

benchmarking. Although cost effective. internal benchmarking may inhibit breakthroughs by 

confining practices within one's own organization, or within subsidiary operating units for 

the case of multinational companies. Kenyan fim1s did not benchmark their liSt· 

measurement practice outside the oil industf). 

Kenyan oil companie~ need to reali/e that I ISL is a core business \alue that should not be 

compromised for monetary gains, and therefore I lSI· pcrforn1ancc is a growing corporate 

social responsibility and indeed a true reflection of a company's \alues and vision for future. 

In addition. the Kcn)a oil companies nc.!cd to reali7e that there is no single reliable mca<;ure 

of liSE performance. What is required is a basket or a balanced scorecard of measures 

providing infonnation on a range of health. safety and environmental activities. These arc 
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largel) determined b} the core business activity, the size of the organization as ''ell as the 

HSE culture within the company. among other factors. 

Man) challenges encountered when benchmarking IISI practices in gcncml \\ithin the 

Kenyan oil industry. They include lack of top management commitment. low priority oil lSI

function "•ithin companies, lack of resources as \\Cll as un\\illingncss to share inlonnation 

among competing partners. Ho\\ever. there are numerous benefits accrued from undertaking 

benchmarking programs. Benchmarking creates a culture that values continuous 

improvement to achieve excellence. increases scnsiti\ ity to changes in the external 

environment, shifts the corporate mind-set from relative complacency to a strong sense of 

urgency for ongoing improvement, focuses resources through pcrfonnance targets set with 

employee input and prioritizes the areas that need improvement by sharing the best practices 

between benchmarking partners. 

5.2 Recommendations 

In order to utili7e the numerous bcnelits of benchmarking. the Ken) an oil industl') needs to 

fully apply the concept to improve health. safet} and em-ironment. cost drivers and margin 

enablers. This is a deliberate move that ,...,;11 involve the development of a comprehensive 

benchmarking policy in each organization. This will then be foiiO\\Cd by capacity building 

through training of manpower and the de\.elopment tx:nchmarking champions within 

organizations to drive the implementation ofbcnchmarking projects. 

The Kenyan oil industry needs to collaborate and fonn partnerships amongst the various 

organizations to encourage information sharing. The re is however a limitation due to 

commercial and legal considerations v.ith regard to commercially sensitive inJbrmation. I he 

-Benchmarking Code of Conduce offers guidance regardmg areas where information 

exchanged is to be avoided. and also ad\ ise on wa}s and means to engage ethically in this 

type of benchmarking. This encourages information sharing. 

Peer benchmarking can also be conducted through consultants who facilitate the data 

collection and analysis. and the comparisons of the metrics. Consultant firms also bridge the 

competent gaps evident in Kenya oil industry with regards to benchmarking. Consultancy 

can be obtained from lead firms or research institutes such as the uni\'ersities. 
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There are numerous global initiatives in I iSE benchmarking within the global oil industf) 

that Kenyan finns can partner to full} utllt/C benchmarking. 1cmbcrship to global IISI 

s)mposiums. conferences. initiati,es and institutions v.ill trcmcndou ly impro\e their IISI· 

benchmarking capabilities. 

5.3 Limitations of the Research 

Da1a collection using questionnaires becomes more effecth c \\hen the researcher personal)) 

collects the questionnaire as it offers the researcher the opportunity to clarif) issues and 

obtain additional information from respondents. During the data collection f(lr this study. a 

number of respondents mailed back their answered questionnaires. 

A number of respondents did not respond to the questionnaires. citing their organization's 

policy prohibiting sharing of information. This suspicion ts precisely the same problem 

arising from peer benchmarking, where organizations feel that the informmion ghen may 

become accessible to competitors. 

Some respondents declined to respond to the questionnaire bc..--cause they did not pmctice 

HSE in their organizations. A number of the new oil marketing companies arc made up of 

very few personnel, have no product depots and therefore do not directly handle products. 

The) therefore declined to give information. lbis fact implies the number or OJI companies in 

Kenya \\ho benchmark II E performance measurement practices much lower. since HSI

practiccs do not exist at all within their organizations. 

5.4 Suggestions for Further Research 

This research study focuses on the use of benchmarking to impro\e health, safety and 

environmental performance measurement practices in the Kenyan oil industry. J he concept 

of benchmarking is however applicable across all businesses. processes and functions. 

Further research on benchmarking can be done within the oil industf)' but on different 

operational aspects of the business such as supply chain or logistics. Further research on 

benchmarking can be done outside the oil mdustl), and especially within the service industr) 

on a number of operational aspects. Further. research could be done to evaluate the effect of 

legislation. or lack of it, on benchmarking practices in manufactunng sector of Kenya. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Questionnaire 

Dtclaration 

The research is aimed at understanding how }Our company and others in the Kenyan oil 

industry benchmark their Health, afcty and Environmental (IISl) performance measurement 

practices for continuous improvement. 

There is no right or wrong answer. 1 he findings will be confidential. strictly f()r academic usc, 

and at no time will your name or the name of your compan) be mentioned anp\hcrc in this 

report. Your honest participation will be highly appreciated. 

Ql. What is your position in the Company? 

Ql. Is the Company locally incorporated or a multi-national subsidiary? (Please tid. one) 

] Locall} incorporated 
] Multi-national subsidiary 
1 Other (Plca::;t: specify):- ••••. 

Q3. What is the core business of}our Company within the Kenyan oil industf)'? 

(Please tick all rele\antlappropriate) 

[ ) Importation 
[ 1 Refining 
[ ] Distribution 
l 1 Retailing 
[ 1 Other (Please specify):-..••• 

Part 8 

Q4. Do you have a llealth, Safety and l· nvironmcnt (IIS I-.) PoliC)? (Please tick one) 

[ ) YES [ ] ~0 

QS. If YES in Q4 above, do you measure Health, a lcty and Em ironmental performance? 

(Please tick one) 

[ I YES [ ] NO 
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Q6. If YES in Q5 above, indicate the liSE performance measurement indictors used in your 
Compan}. (Please tick all rele\ant..appropriate)) 

Performance Measurement Indicator Used in Company? 

f----
Safe!)' 

I No. of Fatalities 
2 No. of Lost Time Incidents( tTl) 
3 No. of Restricted Work Cases j_R WC) 
4 No. of Medical Treatment Cases (MTC) 
5 No. ofTotal Recordable Cases (TRC) 
6 Total Recordable Cases Frequency (TRCF) 
7 No. ofMan-hours without LTI (Million) 

~ No. of First Aid Cases (F AC2 
9 No. of Vehicle Accidents 
10 No. of Miles Driven (Million) without Accidents 
II No. of Fires and Explosions 
12 ~o. of Near Misses and Incidents 

Jl_ No. of Unsafe Acts per Audit 
14 No. of HSE Meetings Held 
15 No. of Emergency Response Simulations 
16 No. of Overdue StatutOI} Equipment Checks 
17 Annual Statuto!) llcalth & Safety Audit 

Others:-••.... 

Health 
18 No. of Occupational Illnesses 
19 Total Recordable Occupational Illnesses Freguenc} 
20 No. of Overdue StatutO!) Medicals Lxaminations 

t-
Others:-•••.. . 

Environmental 
.1! r-No. of Marine Product Spills _ 
22 No. of Inland Product Spills 
23 No. of Cornmunit) Com~aints -24 Annual Statutory Fnvironmental Audit 

Ts llazardous Waste Accumulated (Tonnes) 

f-.-
Others:- •••. 

f.-
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Q7. What is the balance between HSE and Profitabilit) in your Company'? (Please tick one) 

Making money is the only concern. HSE is seem
on! · im rtant i~ in avoiding extra costs 

as costing money. the 

necessary to comply 2 Money is spent to make the HSE improvements 
with le al re uircments, but saving money by cos t-cutting is important 

3 It is not clear how liSE and profitability are bat 
s nd most of their time on operational issues 

anced. Line managers 

4 The compan} tries to make HSE the top priority. 
that liSE contributes to profit. It accepts delays to 
the standard in terms ofHSE. 

\\hilst understanding 
get contractors up to 

·o balancing liSE and 5 Management bel ieves that liSE makes money, s 
making money is a non-issue. The company's p 
resources to et contractors up to the standard in 

tans include time and 
terms of liSE. 

Q8. Do you review llSI:. performance measurement indicators in your Company? 
(Please tick one) 

[ 1 Never 
[ ] Rarely 
( 1 Sometimes 
[ l Frequently 
[ 1 Constantly 

Please give details:- ....... 

Q9. What triggers the need to review liSE performance measurement indicators in your 
Company? (Please tick all relevant/appropriate) 

[ ] Statutory (legal) requirements 
[ ) Competition 
[ ] Customer complaints 
[ ] Corporate I lead Office 
( ] Accidents 
[ ] Others (Please specify):- ...... 

QlO. {a) Does your Company ha'e any policy on Benchmarking? (Please tick one) 

[ ] YES [ ] NO 
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(b) If Yl:.S. in 10 (a) above. do }OU benchmark your liS[. performance measurement 
practices? (Please tick one) 

[ } YES [ ] ~0 

Qll. lfYES, in QlO (b) above, in which industry do you search for best practice when 
benchmarking your liSE performance measurement practices? 
(Please tick all relevant/appropriate) 

[ ) Within your compan:r (internally) 
[ ) With other corporate entities locall:r (outside oil industry) 
[ ] Within the group operating companies (locally) 
[ ] Within the group operating companies ( for multinational companies) 
[ ] Within the local oi l industr:r 
[ ] Within the global oil indu~try 
[ ] Other (Please specify):-•.....••• 

Q12. Which of the following Benchmarking Approaches do you apply when benchmarking 

your liSE performance measurement practices? 

(Please tick all relevant/appropriate) 

I. Internal Benchmarking 

2. Peer (Competitor) Benchmarking 

3. External (Non-Competitor) Benchmarking 

4. Others (Please Specify) ........ . 

Q13. Which of the following Benchmarking Types do you apply \\<hen benchmarking your 

liSE performance measurement pracuces? (Please tick all relevant/appropriate) 

I. Problem-based Benchmarking 

2. Product Benchmarking 

3. Best- Practice Benchmarking 

4. Strategic Benchmarking 

5. Others (Please Spcci fy) •..•.. 

Q14. What Challenges have you encountered when carrying out your benchmarking HSE 

programs? 
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Appuclix ll: Oil Marketiag Compallies ia Keaya 

1 ADD AX 
2 ALBA 
3 BAHRIYA 
4 BAKRI 
5 CHEVRON 
6 DALBIT 
7 ENGEN 
8 EPPIC 
9 FOSSIL 
10 FUELEX 
11 GALANA 
12 GLOBAL 
13 GULF 
14 HASH I 
15 HASS 
16 INTOIL 
17 JOVENNA 
18 KENOL 
19 KOBIL 
20 METRO 
21 MGS INTL 
22 MOBIL 
23 MOCO 
24 MULOIL 
25 NOCK 
26 OIL COM 
27 OIL MARK 
28 PENTOIL 
29 PETRO 
30 RIVA 
31 ROYAL 
32 SHELL 
33 SOUTHWEST 
34 TECAFLEX 
35 TOTAL 
36 TRANSOIL 
37 TRITON 
38 VITOL 

Source: Kenya Petroleum Refineries Ltd (KJ>RL) I fydrocarbon Entitlement Statement. July. 
2007 
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